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We now know that Gassendi was wrong and that under normal circumstances we combine the information from the two eyes: fusion theory. For example, Wheatstone (1838) showed that information must be combined from the two eyes to yield precise information about the distance of objects from our eyes: binocular stereopsis [5] . We pay to experience this when we see a 3D movie. As they report in this issue of Current Biology, Kim et al. [6] have found that Gassendi was not completely wrong: making one eye work hard for a while does seem to exhaust it and to give an advantage to the other eye, although for different reasons from those Gassendi supposed. These discoveries have implications for adult neuroplasticity.
To test the relative activity of the two eyes, Kim et al. [6] . used a phenomenon in which the two eyes seem to fight each other to give the images on their retinas to consciousness: binocular rivalry [5, [7] [8] [9] . This is one circumstance in which suppression theory is correct. Gassendi must have known about binocular rivalry, because it was discovered about 80 years earlier [8] . Giambattista della Porta (1593), in an attempt to increase his productivity as a scientist, tried to read one book with one eye and another, simultaneously, with the other eye: he found he could read only one book at a time; the other book disappeared until he 
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Dispatches switched his ''visual virtue'' [10] to the other book, at which point the first book disappeared.
Binocular rivalry has been the subject of numerous research papers [11] , possibly because it offers a key to unlock the neural basis of visual consciousness. The rivalry display Kim et al. [6] used comprised a set of oblique lines tilted to the left viewed by one eye, and a similar set of oblique lines tilted to the right viewed by the other eye. For up to six minutes, the authors recorded the times the left-oblique lines and the rightoblique lines were visible without any trace of the other. When the lines were of equal contrast -that is, the difference between the light and dark parts of the lines was equal in the two eyes -those times were similar, showing that the left and right eyes were equally matched in the fight to give their contents to consciousness.
Having established a sensitive measure of the balance of activity between the eyes [12] , Kim et al. [6] explored pre-conditions that would alter that balance. They began by patching one eye, something that had already been shown to affect subsequent rivalry [13] . The authors were able to show an effect on rivalry after 15 minutes of patching -10 times briefer than from the previous research. The biasing of rivalry towards the previously patched eye persisted for 4 minutes -27% of the patching time. In Gassendi's terms, the patched eye is taking an enforced rest while the open eye is shouldering the principal burden of vision. After the patch is removed, the image viewed by that eye enjoys an advantage in the fight for consciousness.
Kim et al. [6] then presented to one eye a low-contrast bull's-eye pattern, and to the other a continuous stream of different, high-contrast images that changed 10 times a second. Fifteen minutes of this display conferred an advantage in rivalry for the eye that had previously viewed the low-contrast image that lasted for 6 minutes -40% of the pre-conditioning time. When they reduced the time of the conditioning display to 3 minutes, they found an effect on subsequent rivalry for 2 minutes -67%. In Gassendi's terms, reducing the contrast viewed by one eye also allowed it to take a rest compared to the other eye that was viewing the rapidly changing display of high-contrast images.
To determine if it is the contrast difference or the difference in the busyness of displays viewed by the two eyes, in their final experiment, Kim et al. [6] presented identical continuous streams of different, high-contrast images to both eyes for 3 minutes, except that one had lower contrast than the other. They found that subsequent rivalry was biased towards the eye viewing the lower contrast image stream for 1 minute -33%. This showed that it was the lower contrast that allowed an eye to rest, not the busyness of the display.
The previous research using patching has been hailed as a breakthrough in adult neuroplasticity. Indeed, a similar display to Kim et al.'s [6] final experiment, but involving playing a video game for 40 hours with reduced contrast to the good eye of adults compared to their 'lazy eyes' (amblyopic eyes) has been found to improve vision from the lazy eye [14] . For a long time, such lazy eyes were considered untreatable in adults.
Although Gassendi's theory accounts for all of the findings of Kim et al. [6] , they explained their results as a shift in the contrast gain of input to the binocular visual system [15, 16] . This, I must say, is much more likely to be correct than Gassendi's theory. It is not correct to think of the two eyes as independent entities: they are fundamentally bound together into binocular vision. Closing an eye, or patching it, or giving it a lower-contrast image, does not make the visual system structurally monocular -it changes the weighting of the inputs from the two eyes into binocular vision. What Kim et al. [6] have shown is that this adjustment of the weighting of the two eyes happens quickly enough to have enduring effects on binocular vision once the patch is removed or the eye is opened or equality of contrast is restored. It's even possible that such changes represent the action of an evolved mechanism to compensate for changes in the focusing of that eye (which do lead to contrast changes to the image on that eye's retina), to damage to that eye, or even to loss of that eye.
